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D~SCUSSION. 
A letter from Dr. E. H. BARTON was read emphasizing the 

necessity of taking into account the damping in the oscillator- 
train, and a t  the same time pointing out why, in  his opinion, 
the corrections applied by Mr. Yule were inadequate and 
failed to yield intelligible results. 

Prof. RUCKER congratulated Mr. Yule on his work, and 
on the importance of the result8s he had obtained. 

XXXIV. Eneryy Movements i n  the Medium sepaT-ating 
EiectriJied or Gravitating Particles. BJ H. N. ALLEN, 
Univewity of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.* 

1. FARADAY and Maxwell have shown that it is possible 
to look on the potential energy of electric separation as 
residing in  the surrounding dielectric, and that each of 
the cells, bounded by the walls of a tube of force and two 
neighbouring equipotential surfaces, can be looked upon as 
containing a certain definite amount of energy. 

This energy-distribution is not in general permanent, and 
can only be regarded as a step tjowards some simpler ar- 
rangement. Thus a positive and a negative electrified body 
suspended in space, and acted on only by the electrical 
forces between them, are never in equilibrium until they are 
in actual contact. The energy-distribution in  the dielectric 
changes coiistaiitiy as they approach. Poynting has shown t 
how energy is transferred from one point to another in  an  
electromagnetic field ; and w e  are quite accustomed to think 
of energy as flowing from dynamo to motor through the 
ahher, or from primary to secondary in  an alternating-current 
transformer. 

In  tho foliowing pages an attempt is made to deduce a few 
of the consequences of Maxwell's suggestion with regard to 

* Read March 8, 1895. 
'r Phil. Trans. 1884, Pt. TI. 1). W3, 
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energy-distribution. The changes needed in the theory in  
order to apply it to gravitation are also indicated. 
2. I f  two equal charges of positive and negative electricity 

+ M  and -M are separated by a distance I ,  the equation to 
the curve in which the equipotential surface V intersects the 
plane of the paper is 

the origin being the point midway between the particles, and 
the X-axis being the line joining this point to the positive 
particle. 

3. The number of tubes of force proceeding from a charge 
M has sometimes been taken as M but more generally a3 

47rM. For graphical methods the former plan seems most 
convenient, and in  order to avoid confusion i t  is proposed that 
the resulting tubes should be called I‘ tubes of polarization,” 
while the smaller tubes retain the name ‘ I  tubes of induction.” 
The polarization, as defined by J. J. Thomson in his ‘ Recent 
Researches in  Electricity and Magnetism,’ is measured by 
the number of these polarization tubes which pass through a 
square centimetre perpendicular to their direction. 

Using Maxwell’s method of drawing the boundary lines 
between the tubes of polarization, the equation to  the nth line 
in  the case mentioned above will be 

where the straight line drawn from the positive to the nega- 
tive particle is called zero, and that drawn in the opposite 
direction 31. 
4. The point of‘intersection of the equipotential surface V, 

the line of force n, and the plane of the paper lies on the 
curves (1) and (2) .  If, then, I in these equations be regarded 
as a variable parameter, they will together represent the 
curve along which the corner of an energy-cell moves, when 
the two particles come towether. To plot this curve, the 
equipotential surfaces and lines of force might be drawn for 
a number of different distances between the particles, and 
corresponding points of intersection joined. 

9 
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The path of the energy-cell can be obtained with less 
labour from measures made on a single diagram, drawn to 
represent the lines of force and equipotential surfaces about 
the two particles, when these are separated by a given clis- 
lance. This is done by taking advantage of the following 
properties of' these lines :- 

1. When the distance between the particles is changed, 
corresponding tubes of polarization in  the t,wo diagrams are 
siinilar to one another. 

2. The equipotential surfaces in the two diagrams are also 
siinilar to one another. If, however, the distance between 
the particles changes from I to al, the equipotential surface 

V V changes to a similar surface, on which the potential is -. a 
If, then, the nth line of force cuts the equipotential sur- 

face V at. the point x, y in  the first diagram, the nth line will v cut the equipotential surface - a t  the point ax, ay in  the a second diagram. 
Thus, in  the case where M= 12 and I =  10 the coordinates 

of the following intersections, among others, were found by 
measurement on a carefully prepared diagram. 

Line of force. Equipotential surface. x. Y. 
7 1 5.15 5.95 
7 4 5-35 2.28 

If the diagram were enlarged in the ratio of 4 to I, the 
coordinates of the point corresponding to the interseeti011 
of 7 and 4 would be 4s and 4y or 21.4 and 9-12, v 

a The potential at this point would be V'= -= 1. 

Thus we have found the coordinates of the point of inter- 
section of the line of force 7 and the equipotential surface 1, 
when the distance betweeii the particles is 40 centiin. 

I n  the same way, and by means of the same origiixil 
&agram, the point of intersection can be found for a number 
of other distances, and the path which it follows, when the 
two particles approach one another, can be plotted as in fig. 1. 

In this figure the first of the numbers in  brackets attached 
to each c*urvE: gives the number of the equipotential surface, 
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and tho second that, of the intersecting line of force. The 
numbers dong the cnrves show the diatance of the particle3 
from the centre of gravity, when the energy-cell is at  the 
point marked on the curve. 

It, will he men that the energy-cells move in more or lass 

Fig. 1. 

parabolic curves townrds tho centra of' gravit,y of the two 
particles, and that during this process t h y  are constantly 
:q)proaching the two particles ; so that, if these are not infi- 
nitely small, energy must bo constantly passing into them 
from tho mthar. 



3!)6 MR. H, N. AT,l.EN--ISSiERQI' VO\'ICVESTS 1s TllR 

Mnxwell l i n ~  shown tliiit i n  nll C ~ R W  the nnmber of cnorgy- 
cnlh in  tho tether is twice tlin pohntinl encrrgy of tlie syntcm. 
So thnt, if we suppose e:ioh octll to contnin hnlf n anit of 
energy, we mny rngnrd tliom ns prewrving their idantitp 
when tho hodies nppronch, nntl ns hning nhsorhncl hy the 
nioving bodies, RO tlint thnir potentinl cncrgy i n  convertad 
into kinetic. A oontluctor moves in niicli n wny thnt the 
iibsorhcd energy is n mnximnm. 

Fig. 1 also illustrntea the rotation of the eneraydell nn talle 
pnrticlas nppronch. It' on nnp one of the energy-pnths, M 

FER. 2. 

for instnnco (+, 7), tho clirwtion of tho linc of force (intli- 
cntad I)y n clotted line) critting it nt, clifi'orcnt point8 1~ 
noticed, it will h Reen that this direction constantly chnnges 
n4 the pnrticlns nppronch, RO that the t n n p n t  tD the line of 
forre rotatcts nhout thn point of intersection. The velocity 
of the different anergy-celh is indicntd bp crowen d o n g  the 
curves, n t  such points thnt, wlien the two pnrticlos come 
together from nn infinite diatnnoe apnrt, the cells move from 
cross to croRs in aqiinl intervnh of time. The nnme tims ie 
Liken in moving from the cross marked 10 to the origin. 

5. I n  fig. 2 the pathe of the energy-cells nre Rhown when 
two e q u ~ l  like particle8 repel one another. It will he noticed 
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khat, as the particles move apart, the energy in each half of 
the field follows the motion of the particle i n  that half, and 
at the same time moves nearer to the central line. 

It is clear that the result will be that energy will flow from 
the dielectric into the particle as it moves away, and being 
lost as potential energy will reappear as energy of motion. 
Even when the particles are an infinite distance apart there 
will still be a number of energy-cells in the aether, that is, the 
particles will still possess potential energy. 

This is explained by supposing that every polarization tube 
must begin and end somewhere. I n  this case we may sup- 
pose that though A and B stre a n  infinite distance apart, the 
negntive particle C is again an infinite distance beyond A; 
and the negative particle D an infinite distance beyond B, so 
that  the tubes from A end in C, and those from B in D. 
Then, after B and A have been repelled to a great distance 
from one another and all the potentid energy due to their 
original nearness has been exhausted, there will still remain 
the energy due to the separation of' D from B and of A 
from (7. 
(i. If He is the intensity of the electrostatic field, or the force 

acting upon a particle with unit charge ; 
Be the number. of tubes of induction per sq: centim., 

or the induction in the direction of the line of force; 
De the number of polarization tubes per sq. centim., or 

the polarization or displacement in the same 
direction ; 

* 

K the dielectric constant of the medium ; 

B KHe-Be 
K 4 r  4 3 .  

1 K The length of an energy-cell is - or - He 47rD,' 

we have He= 8' U,= --- 

1 
The area of section of the cell is De. 

K 
T ~ U S  the volume of the cell is 4 ~ 2 .  

27rD,2 Be2 KHi2 
The energy-density is - - - - - 1< - 8 n K -  d7r * 



; 3 ! ~  MIt. H. N. AI.I,ICN--~~.NRIWY M t i w n " ' r H  IN Tfilr: 

Tltn volumc of nn c ~ r g y - c c 1 1  is ~irolmrtionnl to tlw sqi~nre 
of it# lnngth mcnsnrett dong n l i t w  of for(-n. I C i p .  1 nnd 2 
show how in gmernl  thc portion of tho I i i i c ~  of' force inter- 
cepted hotwpm two q ~ ~ i l i o t m t i n l  Rnrfnew diminiahw ns t h  

movomcnt, procecda. Tho volumc~ of' t110 c*nnrgy-c.cblI w n -  
dantly tends to diminish, though in  Rome (mnn, IIR in  fig. %, 
tho volume of some of the ct.11~ lina to incrflnso for n wvhiIta IO 
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allow the rest to contract. 
K 

of‘ the cell bears to its area the constant ratio - 47r’ 
It has seemed worth while to trace roughly the curves of 

equal energy-density in the &her about equal unlike and 
equal like particles. The 
numbers apply to masses of 100 with a distance 10 between 
them. 

7. Maxwell has discussed (Scientific Papers, vol. i. pp. 570- 
571) the modifications which must be made in the theory to 
make it fit in with the observed facts of vravitation. 

The energy diagram for two gravitational particles is the 
same as that for t w o  like electrified particles. The polari- 
zation tubes WO off to  infinity, and do not, as far as we know, 
end on negative gravitational matter. 

The properties of the cells between the polarization tubes 
and the equipotential surfaces are exactly opposite in the two 
cases of electricity and gravitation. 

The electrical energy-cells are constantly tending to  con- 
tract both in length and section, but so that the area of the 
section always bears a constant ratio to  the length of the cell. 
The gravitational energy-cells, on the other hand, constantly 
tend to expand, the same ratio holding between area and 
length as in the former case. While each electrical cell con- 
tains according to 34axwell’s theory half ,z unit of energy, 
the gravitational cells must be supposed to contain half a 
unit less of energy than the same volume of undistiirbed 
aether. The gravitational cells are negative energy- cells. 
This expansion of the negative energy-cells implies a kind of 
contraction of the energy of the gravitational aether. In  the 
case of electricity the final state is reached when the energy- 
density is  everywhere zero, all the energy having passed into 
the particles ; in the case of gravitation when the density is 
uniform over a series of concentric shells, being a maximum 
at an infinite djstance from ponderable matter. 

8. Fig. 2 shows the path of the negative energy-cells, when 
two equal gravitational particles come together from an infinite 
distance apart. It can be seen that the cells retreat from the 
particles as these approach one another. There will be a 
greater number of negntive cells in the s t h e r  when the par- 

During this contraction the length 

These are shown in figs 3 and 4. 

9 

b 
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t ides are in contact than when they are a t  a distance. This 
is merely another way of saying that (positive) energy has 
passed from the aether into the particles. 

The instantaneous position of the lines of energy-flow, for a 
given position of the moving gravitational particles, is some- 
thing like fig. 2, the motion being away from the median 
plane and towards the line joining the two particles. The 
flow of energy is on the whole in the direction opposite to 
the motion of the particle. The potential energy absorbed 
hy t w o  gravitational particles, when they fall together, comes 
from the space between them. 

The increase in  the number of negative energy-cells, when 
two gravitating masses approach, is equal to twice the gain 
in kinetic, or loss in potential energy. The proof is the same 
as in the case of static electricity, due regard being paid to 
the signs of ,the quantities involved. 

Thus the theory may be advanced that each of these nega- 
tive energy-cells contains half a unit less of energy than the 
same volume of Ether in which no such cells exist. An 
increase in number of these cells corresponds t o  a flow of 
energy from the gravitational aether into matter, where it is 
converted into kinetic energy. 

Some difficulty may arise in special cases on account of 
the fact that in the case of gravitation the attracting mass 
has a volume distribution, instead of being confined to a 
surface like static electricity on a conductor. Each unit 
inass sends out a tube of polarization, whether it is on the 
surface or not, and a considerable proportion of the energy- 
cells exist inside the surface. 

I n  the case of a single homogeneous sphere, at  a distance 
from all other bodies, one sixth of the neehive energy-cells 
are within the surface. 

It is clear, then, that in general the energy is not removed 
from t,he ~ t h e r  at the instant the negative cell passes out 
through the surface, but perhaps rather at the instant that it 
comes out from tbe molecule. In  other words, energy may 
be regarded as flowing in through the sui.face, bilt is only 
absorbed and converted into kinetic energy when it passes 
into a molecule. 

B. Dlaxwell has calculated the enorinow pressure along the 
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lines of force and the equal tension at right angles to  them 
required, according to his theory, to account for the attract,ion 
of the earth by the sun. A minimum value for the amount 
of energy in one cubic centimetre of gravitational Ether 
can be calculated by finding the negative energy-density 
on the surface of the sun considered as a body of uniform 

4w The volume of the energy-cells at any point is - H2' 
density. 

The intensity of the gravitational field on the surface of 
the sun is He=& where M is the mass and r the radius of 
this body. If p is the density of the sun the volume of an 
energy-cell is 

r2' 

4rr4 4rr4 - 9 -= - -. M2 ( $ w p ~ ~ ) ~  47rp2r2 

The amount of energy lacking in each of these cells is half a 
unit. Hence one cubic centimetre of &her lacks 8rrp2r2 
units. Tbese are static units of energy. One dyne equals 
1.544~ lo' static units of force, therefore one erg equals 
1.544 x 10' static units of energy. Take r as 6370000~ 
100 x 110 centim. and p as 1.39. Then the density of nega- 
tive energy at the surface of the sun will be 

2 T x 1 ~ 3 9 ~  x 6372 x 1102 x ergs per C.C. - 
9 1-544 x lo' 

= 4.289 x lOI4  ergs per C.C. 

= 42.89 x lo6 joules per C.C. 

= 16 horse-power hours per C.O. 

This would seem to mean that, at a distance from all grari- 
tating matter, a cubic centimetre of aether contains at least 
this amount of energy. 

10. That the theory may require an even greater energy- 
density than this is seen as follows. Suppose the energy 
of the gravitational aether to be due to vortex filaments or 
tubes of directed energy interlacing in every direction. 
Take at any point three axes at  right angles to one another. 
The irregular distribution can be replaced in imagination by 
six equal sets of filaments parallel to the positive and negative 
directions of these three axes. 
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I n  space at  a grant distance from gravitational matter each 
of these sets of filaments will contain the same amorint of 
energy. Let 6a be the amount of energy in one cubic centi- 
metre of free &,her. Let the positive directioii of the X- 
axis at a point correspond with the positive direction of the 
gravitational line of force a t  that point. Let 0 be the volume 
of the gravitational energy-cell. Then five sets of filaments 
in the cell may contain 5crb units of energy, and the sixth, 
which has the direction of the X-axis, ab-1 units. Alto- 
gether the cell will contain Gab-1 units, while the smie 
volume at a distance from gravitational matter will contain 
6ah units of energy. 

This would require the existence of 96 or say 100 horse- 
power hours in every cubic centimetre. 

11. It is an interesting question whether this theory of  
energy-distribution i n  gravitational a ther  is or is not the 
simplest and most probable. That other distributions are 
conceivable appears evident. For  example, the ahher along 
the straight line joining the centres of two bodies might be 
regarded as a stretched elastic cord, the laws of contraction 
being of course quite different froin those which hold for 
ordinary elastic bodies. 

Another explanation which seems possible in the case of 
two gravitational particles is as follows. I n  the energy dia- 
gram for two equal electrified particles with opposite sign, 
suppose each infinitesimal tube of polarization to be divided 
into two equal tubes with opposite directions. If they are 
regarded as vortex filaments, each vortes will work in with 
its neighbours rotating the other way, like one friction- 
pulley on another. 

Then it is clear that there is no way in which we can 
regard the two particles as opposed in sign, and yet if each 
of tho two sets of vortex filaments acts as electrostatic tubes 
always act, the particles will be attracted together. 

The energy-flow in this case will be as indicated in fig. 1, 
and the distribution of energy-density as in fig. 3. It has 
not been found possible to map the energy field in this inaimer 
for three or more particles. Indeed, the difficulties are such 
that it seeins improbable that this method can be applied. 

12. In conclusion it may be well to notice again the 
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assumption on which this paper is based : that the energy-cells 
preserve their identity, and carry the same energy with them 
throughout t,heir path. It is not clear khat this is necessarily 
true. I t  may be that energy passes from the potential into 
the kinetic form in the z ther  itself, and not merely on the 
surface of the molecules. Kinetic energy may consist of the 
motmion 01’ the whole system of energy-cells. This would lead 
11s very near the theory which regards the molecule as being 
nothing but the mathematical centre from which forces pro- 
ceed, or perhaps, from another point of view, as having infinite 
extension. 

XXXV. On U Simple Porm of Harmonic AnaTyser. B y  
GEORGE UDNY YULE, Demonstrator in Applied Matlienratics, 
Unhersity College, London *. 

((The subject of the decomposition of an arbitrary 
function into the sum of functions of special types has 
many fascinations. No student of mathematical physics, 
if he possess any soul at  all, caa fail to recognize the poetry 
that pervades this branch of mathematics,”-oLmE 
HEATTISIDE. 

5 1. ABOUT a year ago several instruments for determining 
the coefficients of a Fourier Series expressing the equation 
to a given curve were described before this Society by 
Professor Henrici f. One of them, Professor Renrici’s 
shifting-table analyser, used a planimeter as the integrator j 
an arrangement that seemed to me very noteworthy from 
the point of view of simplicity and cheapness. The analyser 
I am going t o  describe also uses a planimeter : conse- 
quently it can also only give the value of one coefficient 
a t  a time. 

Let the base 
P R range from z= --I to x= -t I, and the equation to the 

6 2. Let P Q R be the curve to be analysed. 

* Read March 8, 1895. 
t Ante, p. 77; also Catalogue of the Mathematical Exhibition at 

Munich (1893-93). 


